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Mondale advis ers in the midst
of Soviet plot in Grenada
by

Kathleen Klenetsky

The Fact-Finding Division of the National Democratic Pol
icy Committee released this dossier on Nov.

10.

Preliminary results of a continuing investigation by the Na
tional Democratic Policy Committee's Fact-Finding Divi
sion directly implicate Walter Mondale-the man who aided
and abetted Jimmy Carter's wholesale destruction of V.S.
industrial and military potential and who has been designated
by the KGB wing of the Democratic Party to become the next
V.S. President-in a Soviet scheme to make the Caribbean
island of Grenada a top-level base for worldwide military and
terrorist operations.
The evidence accumulated so far leads to one conclusion:
Mondale, the great liberal defender of human rights and
democracy, is not only covering for the massive expansion
of Soviet influence in the Western Hemisphere, but is in bed
with the same Soviet butchers responsible for the murder of
more than 250 V.S. Marines in Beirut, for the shooting -down
of the KAL airliner, and is involved in a host of other bloody
operations now on Kremlin drawing boards.
Presidential material? Mondale? The only job that pill
popping Fritz might be morally and mentally qualified for is
that of psychiatric patient in a Soviet mental hospital!

Covering for Soviets
The NDPC investigation has so far focused on the follow
ing areas:
The role of Mondale adviser Robert Pastor in the Gren
adian events: Pastor, a former Latin American affairs spe
cialist in the Carter-Mondale National Security Council and
currently a foreign-policy counselor to Mondale's presiden
tial campaign, acted as an adviser to Gen. Hudson Austin
following the Soviet-backed coup led by Austin and Deputy
Prime Minister Bernard Coard against Prime Minister Maur
ice Bishop, in the aftermath of which Bishop and many of his
followers were butchered.
Pastor, a frequent visitor to Grenada, has revealed that he
and his close friend, Dr. Peter Bourne, the Carter family
psychiatrist and top drug adviser in the Carter-Mondale White
House, jointly developed a strategy proposal for Austin. The
request for the proposal was made by Austin on Oct. 26
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through Dr. Geoffrey Bourne, Peter's father, a former Carter
adviser and currently vice-chancellor of St. George's Medi
cal School in Grenada.
According to Bourne, the document explicitly recom
mended that Austin do nothing to reduce the growing Cuban
military presence on the island. Bourne has also revealed that
he called on Zbigniew Brzezinski, Pastor's boss at the Carter
NSC, for input.
Peter and Geoffrey Bourne have both violently de
nounced the Reagan administration action, using every pos
sible forum, including the editorial pages of the New York
Times, to push the line that neither the plight of the American
students nor the recent political turmoil, nor the documented
East bloc military buildup on the island could justify the V.S.
intervention.
Pastor himself told a reporter that "the negative conse
quences of the V.S. intervention are far greater than any
positive advantages," and revealed that he had been in recent
discussions with Mondale about Grenada.
Pastor's and Bourne's willingness to help Austin should
come as no surprise, given their long record of supporting
other Soviet-backed enterprises. Pastor's basic approach to
Ibero-America can be found in a report which he helped
author called "The Southern Connection for the Ad Hoc
Working Group on Latin America." The report, which be
came the blueprint for the Carter-Mondale policy toward
Latin America, was issued in February 1977, at the same
time that Pastor was named to the Carter National Security
Council staff.
Sponsored by the Institute for Policy Studies and its affil
iate, the Transnational Institute-both of which are hotbeds
of radical-leftist activities-the report: 1) brazenly averred
that the world must be made safe for revolution; 2) recom
mended that "the new thrust of V.S. policy in Latin America
should be to support the 'ideologically diverse and experi
mental approaches' to development that are gaining support
around the world" and stressed that the Caribbean should be
respected as "a testing ground" for such pluralism; 3) de
scribed Cuba and the then avowedly socialist governments
of Jamaica and Guyana as "Latin America's most challenging
development experiments"; 4) called for a new Panama Canal
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treaty which would "recognize Panama's sovereignty in the
area"; 5) demanded that the U.S. withdraw military bases
from Latin America; 6) urged that the U.S. "not attempt to
sell more nuclear plants" to Latin American nations; and 7)
suggested a new set of immigration laws that would seek to
reduce illegal immigration by penalizing employers of illegals.
If anything, Bourne is more radical than his friend Pastor.
A psychiatrist and anthropologist specializing in "drug abuse"
and "community mental health," Peter Bourne has been in
volved in radical-leftist operations since at least the mid1960s. He spent two years in Vietnam profiling U.S. special
forces under stress conditions, then set up the Vietnam Vet
erans Against the War, a radical peace group with suspected
Soviet ties. Counseling programs run through Vietnam vet
erans' groups have served as covers for turning psychologi
cally-traumatized veterans into Manchurian candidate-type
assassins. Bourne was also a board member of the Institute
for Southern Studies, the Southern branch of the terrorist
supporting Institute for Policy Studies.
Bourne teamed up with Jimmy Carter in the late 1960s
while running a mental health clinic in Atlanta funded by the
Coca-Cola Foundation. He became a close family friend,
served in a key post in Carter's gubernatorial administration,
was active, together with his wife, Mary King, in the Carter
presidential campaign in 1976, and was subsequently named
to the White House office of drug abuse. He had to resign
from that position in 1978, after he was discovered writing
phony prescriptions for Qualuudes.
Bourne is currently head of Global Water, a group which
pushes "appropriate technologies" in the developing sector.
Bourne says that he was inspired to establish the group by
two personal friends, the late cultist Margaret Mead and
British economist Barbara Ward. In a recent interview in
which he discussed his international travels on behalf of
Global Water, Bourne chuckled that "every place I go seems
to tum into political turmoil."
Another major focus of the NDPC investigation centers
on the probable role of the Bourne family, Geoffrey in par
ticular, in setting up American medical students on Grenada
as potential hostages-recreating the role the U.S. State De
partment played in the Iran hostage-taking.
Based on interviews with students and others involved in
the Grenadian events, Geoffrey Bourne apparently did every
thing in his power to prevent S1. George's students from
leaving the island. Despite students' fears that they were in
imminent danger of being taken hostage, or physically
harmed, Bourne insisted that General Austin, with whom he
was in regular contact, was in "complete control" and that
the political turmoil then underway posed no danger to the
medical students. One student has reported that Bourne
"blackmailed" the students into remaining on Grenada.
On Oct. 26, the Reagan administration announced that
the U.S. intervention force had discovered documents on
Grenada proving that the government, in conjunction with
Cuban advisers, had been giving "serious consideration" to
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seizing Americans as hostages.
The lines of investigation being pursued by the NDPC
strongly suggest that the Grenada operation was part of an
overall deal cut between the Soviets and the circles around
Lord Carrington, Henry Kissinger's major ally in Britain.
Part of this arrangement involves making Mondale President,
armed with a mandate to slash the U.S. defense budget by
$50 billion-eliminating the MX missile and anything re
motely connected with the development of a beam-defense.
Radio Moscow began regular transmissions to Grenada shortly
after President Reagan's March 23 beam announcement, cit
ing Reagan's speech as a source of grave concern to the
Soviet Politburo.
Geoffrey Bourne apparently played a key part in the
Grenada end of this deal, functioning as a Caribbean "Kim
Philby." It is clear that Geoffrey has served as an Anglo
Soviet point-man on Grenada and has had a major hand in
running the government-including the coup which brought
Bishop to power in 1979-since he arrived there six years
ago. Bourne maintained close relations with Bishop, as well
as to Austin and Bernard Coard, the pro-Soviet hardliner who
would probably have taken over Grenada, with Soviet back
ing, if the United States hadn't intervened.
The fact that Coard, a graduate of Brandeis University,
apparently became radicalized during a stint at the University
of Sussex in the late 1960s, makes the British input into the
recent Grenadan developments even more intriguing. Sussex
is the home base of the Tavistock Institute, the premier Brit
ish brainwashing and profiling laboratory, which helped cre
ate the black nationalist movement.
Geoffrey Bourne himself was educated at Oxford, and
served as a postwar major in the British Army's Special
Services in Malaysia-Lord Mountbatten's stomping ground.
Such personages as Queen Elizabeth's personal physician,
Sir Richard Bayliss, have lectured at St. George's.
Bourne also ties directly into the Pugwash "back channel"
to Moscow through his friendship, dating since the 1940s,
with Solly Zuckerman. A leading devotee of Bertrand Rus
sell, Zuckerman godfathered the Vienna-based International
Institute of Applied Systems Analysis, one of the principal
institutions through which the destruction of Western mili
tary capabilities has been carried out. The late Soviet Premier
Alexei Kosygin's son-in-law, Dzherman Gvishiani, a lead
ing Malthusian advocate, is the Soviet representative to IIA
SA. Zuckerman is a violent opponent of President Reagan's
plan to develop a beam-weapon defense system for the United
States.
Bourne maintains extensive personal ties to the Soviets,
primarily through a worldwide network of "primate study
centers." Bourne's major interest is primatology-the study
of apes. He was director of the Yerkes Primate Center in
Atlanta for years, and in that capacity developed a collabo
rative relationship with the Soviet's Institute of Experimental
Pathology and Therapy in Sukhimi, Soviet Georgia. Yerkes
and the Soviet institute have collaborated on a series of joint
National
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studies on biological warfare and behavior control.

More monkey business
NDPC investigators are pursuing a series of other leads,
including the extensive connections between the left wing of
the Democratic Party, especially in DNC chairman Chuck
Manatt's home base of California, and various black terrorist
and cult groups which interface directly with the KGB.
A case in point is Jim Jones's suicide cult, the People's
Temple, which bequeathed $7 million in assets to the Soviet
Politburo, after maintaining regular contact with Fyodor Ti
mofeyev, a KGB major assigned to the Soviet embassy in
Georgetown, Guyana, after the cult set up Jonestown. Re
searchers are investigating both Mondale's documented per
sonal connections to the People's Temple (which included
several tetes-a-tete meetings between Mondale and Jim Jones)
and the possible connection between Jonestown and the re
cent developments on Grenada.
Special attention is being paid to Rep. Mervyn Dymally
(D-Calif.), former California lieutenant governor under Jerry
Brown, who reportedly tried to convince ex-Prime Minister
of Grenada Eric Gairy to permit Jim Jones to establish his
colony on Grenada. Dymally also reportedly played a role in
the establishment of "offshore" medical schools, such as St.
George's, in the Caribbean.
Soviet military plans
All available evidence-from the large airway being con
structed on the island by the Cubans with $4 million of Libyan
money to the presence of Bulgarian , North Korean and Soviet
troops there-indicates that the Kremlin had big plans for
Grenada.
According to U.S. intelligence sources, the Soviets saw
Grenada as an important step in developing a massive mili
tary presence in the Caribbean, with Guyana the next target
for takeover. The amounts of Soviet and Soviet-asset sup
plied munitions and other material which the American in
tervention force found on Grenada provides ample evidence
that this was indeed the case.
In a Nov. 6 appearance on The David Brinkley Show
(ABC-TV), Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger revealed
that among the documents found on Grenada was a transmis
sion from Soviet Chief of Staff Marshal N. Ogarkov gloating
that the Russians were about to consolidate control over the
island.
Grenada was also being turned into a training camp and
staging ground for terrorist deployments against the United
States, primarily involving black separatist groups. After
Bishop assumed power in March 1979-in a coup that was
probably abetted by Geoffrey and Peter Bourne-Grenada
became a haven for black nationalist groups from the United
States who would come to the island to be trained in guerrilla
and terrorist tactics by Cuban soldiers. In 1982, a number of
American black separatists who attended the Libyan-spon
sored "Green Book" meeting in Caracas stopped off in Gren
ada en route.
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LaRouche Democrats
Grenada election races
Warren J. Hamerman, National Chairman of the National
Democratic Policy Committee (NDPC), issued the following
statement on the strong showing of LaRouche-backed Dem
ocratic slates in the Nov. 8 elections. The NDPC is the 26,000member political action committee founded by Lyndon H.
LaRouche, Jr., now an officially declared candidate for the
1984 Democratic presidential nomination.

On election day 1983, in the first round of U.S. elections
after the events in Lebanon and Grenada, Americans dem
onstrated the newly resurgent patriotic mood in the nation.
Several hundred candidates from the LaRouche Democratic
citizen-candidate movement from coast to coast either won
elections outright or otherwise received vote tallies of 30 to
45 percent. Over 2 10 LaRouche Democrats of the more than
600 NDPC-backed candidates fielded in the past year came
before the electorate on Nov. 8, running for a wide variety of
local posts in the states of New Hampshire, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia, Alabama, Illinois, California,
Washington, Texas, and the District of Columbia.
In city after city in the United States-in the North, South,
East, and West-the LaRouche Democratic slate has won
strong electoral gains because the candidates have demon
strated an uncompromising commitment to slug it out toe to
toe with the appeasement media like NBC, the New York
Times and Chicago Sun Times, which lied about Grenada,
lied about the nuclear freeze, lied about Volcker's depres
sion, and lied about Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. American
voters are rebelling against the unpatriotic media who have
been feeding the American population warmed-over articles
from Pravda and TASS.
The strong NDPC vote demonstrates the first crumbling
of the controls by the KGB-tainted official ManattiMondalel
Harriman apparat. Every member of the LaRouche Demo
cratic slate campaigned tenaciously for the United States to
instantly adopt a 1939-44-type crash program for laser- and
other energy-beam defensive systems, against the appeasers
in the Democratic Party officialdom. The strong LaRouche
Democratic vote represents a slap in the face of the Benedict
Arnold alliance between the Harriman wing of the Demo
cratic Party and the Kissinger wing of the Republicans.
At this moment we are mustering a mass wave of candi
dates. By Christmas we will announce lOO-candidate slates
in more than 100 cities, towns, and areas-a citizen-candi-
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